Abstract -
INTRODUCTION
O ne great puzzle of state tax policy is why broad exclusion of production inputs from the sales tax is so difficult to accomplish even as states aggressively seek economic development and expansion by reducing taxes paid by businesses. Full exclusion of all production inputs from state sales taxation is consistent with ideas of efficiency that should drive tax policy in a market economy and with ideas of transparency critical for good governance. No state meets the full exemption ideal and that opens the doorvirtually requires that the door be opened-to special development incentives. Rather than pursuing the general exemption, state governments seek to encourage economic development by providing special sales tax incentives for certain businesses making certain purchases, although some states do have much wider general exemption of some classes of business purchases than do others. However, even these exemptions generally are stuck in the world of production of things-just as is the sales tax itself-leaving a system mismatched to much economic development. To sort through this array of differences in state sales tax bases, this paper examines the current status of production exemptions, discusses why even at the broadest they are now too narrow, and explores the reasons why doing right with the sales tax is so difficult.
The failure to remove business purchases from sales taxation, either by exclusion or exemption, creates four major problems for growth and development.
1. The tax will influence the choice among methods of production because state tax treatment will not be neutral. In particular, there is a disincentive for replacement of old equipment with new, emerging both from taxation of the new and from exemption of certain repair costs, thus slowing embodiment of new technology in production processes and causing lost economic efficiency and unnecessarily high production costs. 2. Businesses will have an incentive to produce for their own use, rather than outsource, because own production entails tax only on materials purchased. Furthermore, they have incentive to design outsourcing contracts to exploit different sales tax treatment of materials and labor, thereby adding cost for tax saving only, not for any fundamental economic gain. 3. Businesses will be at economic disadvantage in competition with states providing broader producer input exemption and, of increasing significance, in competition on world markets with entities producing in VAT countries that afford more complete exclusion of producer purchases. Embedded tax paid on production inputs will make the product relatively more costly in these comparisons. 4. Because states do have some idea of the development impact but are not willing to provide broad exemption, they provide special and narrow exemptions. Unfortunately, the process itself adds to compliance cost for enterprises, making the cost saving and development advantage less than it should be, and the advantage of exemption falls on only selected enterprises.
Furthermore, the tax loses transparency because the easily seen statutory rate does not reflect the effective burden of the tax and some stability because the base includes more volatile producer durable good purchases.
The ultimate strategy for marketoriented economic development is, of course, to follow the consumption tax model for sales tax design outlined years ago:
"If a sales tax is to be a truly general consumption tax, it should apply to all expenditures for personal consumption purposes but not to any transactions involving use in business activity . . . Inclusion of purchases for production purposes is contrary to the philosophy of the tax, results in haphazard and uncertain distribution of the tax burden, affects choice of production process, and, from a state's standpoint, may adversely affect economic development" (Due, 1982; p. 200) .
However, the practice of American retail sales taxes is to continue the "final sale of things" model of the first Depression-era taxes. No state has ever been as liberal as the European-style subtraction value added taxes in removing inputs from tax and none closely approaches the household-consumption-only ideal. States do generally exclude sales for resale and sales of materials that become physical ingredients of goods produced for resale by the purchaser.
1 This reflects the "tax things once" philosophy. It does not reflect the understanding that taxing other inputs to production has similar consequences. The problem is not that of taxing a particular physical item twice, but rather that of taxing inputs, embedding the tax in production cost, and then taxing the product again with the same tax. Unfortunately, the resale and ingredients exemption is about as far as some states go as a matter of basic sales tax law. Even the broadest business purchase exemption still leaves a considerable share of inputs in the sales tax.
AN INVENTORY OF STATE SALES TAX TREATMENT OF BUSINESS PURCHASES
The sales taxes emphasize taxation of tangible personal property, not services, in their coverage and concentrate on manufacturing and distribution of those physical products in its anti-cascading mechanism. Their progress toward including household services in the base has been glacial, as has been extension of business purchase exemption to the service sector; businesses in that sector make sales without collecting tax, but they also pay tax on the things they purchase. By accident, service sector and new economy businesses are badly treated in the exemption process because their operations are not of the "metal crunching-thing producing" variety that sales taxes were built around. As a result, sales tax structures discourage economic development, particularly in the non-manufacturing, nonprocessing sectors of the economy. Even as states slowly expand exemption to more business purchases of things, they continue to be behind the changing nature of the economy.
The tax laws view many business purchases as final consumption and, hence, tax them. That yields more revenue from any given statutory tax rate, although it causes the effective rate on the final product sold to households to be higher than the advertised rate because of embedded tax paid by producers on their purchases.
The problem is that the tax, while hidden to consumers, is apparent to businessesand that creates the distortion and development disincentive.
Purchases by business-none of which should be subject to sales taxation if the tax intends a uniform distribution of the cost of government across consumerscan be divided into three broad general categories for analysis of tax treatment: purchases of operating inputs, purchases of machinery and equipment, and purchases for construction of buildings and similar infrastructure. The pattern is for states to treat these categories differently, as a review of laws across the states clearly demonstrates. A summary overview of exempt status of these purchases appears as Table 1 .
Purchases of Operating Inputs
Sales tax treatment of inputs for current operations generally follows the idea that a purchase for resale is not a retail purchase. All states do exempt purchases of inventory for resale-although Hawaii does levy a low rate wholesale tax as one element of its General Excise Tax. States are almost as generous in their exemption of raw materials that become physical ingredients or component parts of goods to be sold or that are elements of processing or fabrication-only Connecticut and Hawaii tax them, both at lower than standard rates.
When those raw materials are used or consumed in research and development, however, the general pattern of exemption deteriorates. The majority of the states consider these purchases to be for consumption, not resale, and hence taxable. Only nine states-Arizona, Florida, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Virginia -exempt these raw material purchases, although a few other states do exempt under certain circumstances. For instance, California provides partial exemption for certain such purchases by start-up compa- *Florida: full exemption for repair and replacement equipment and machinery being phoned in. *Nevada: deferral without interest for capital goods, purchases; exemption for approved purchases by newly-locating or expanding industries. *California: partial exemption possible for certain start-up companies.
*New Mexico: interest access charges deductible from gross receipts. *Florida: certain pollution control facilities and equipment exempt. *Minnesota: pollution control equipment purchased by steel reprocessors or used at resource recovery facility may be exempt. Also, certain biosolids processing equipment. *Oklahoma: exempt certain equipment. *Colorado: purchases over $500 exempt. *Illinois: manufacturers' purchase credit may be used for subsequent purchases of research and development property. *Louisiana: rebates available for certain businesses in biomedical and university research and development parks. Materials-Processing
nies and Missouri exempts purchases for use or consumption directly or exclusively in research or experimentation performed by life science companies doing agricultural, pharmabiomedical, or food research.
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Sales tax laws provide much narrower exemption of inputs purchased that do not become an identifiable piece of the product being sold. This problem is apparent in treatment of water, electric, gas, and telecommunication utility purchases. Purchases of utilities-electric, gas, water, and telecommunications-by businesses do tend to be taxed by the states. These purchases, even though crucial to the operation of even manufacturing businesses, do not appear as a part of the product and the continuing focus on production of things erects a barrier against appropriate economic treatment. Water purchases are more frequently exempt than the other utility purchases-possibly because the link between water and the produced thing seems closer in the legislative mind, but 17 states fully tax water purchases. Exemption of electricity and gas purchases are considerably less frequent and those states that do exempt frequently limit the exemption to amounts of the utility being directly used in production; in other words, electricity purchases to drive the production line would be exempt, while electricity purchased to illuminate the factory would be taxed. A requirement for separate metering is not unusual. Telecommunication services are least likely of all the utility service group to be exempt -there is no conceivable link to a thing in a direct production line-except interstate service, where many states continue to exempt, possibly the result of legislative inertia from prior fears that such coverage would be unconstitutional. These distinctions are consistent with the commodity and manufacturing emphasis of sales taxation, but not consistent with undistorted economic development.
The general pattern of exemption of operating inputs follows the product resale idea. The closer to identifiable physical inclusion, the more likely is exemption.
Purchases of Machinery and Equipment
Businesses purchase many types of machinery and equipment. Some is directly used in manufacturing, but much is used in operation of the business at considerable remove from the product and none appears as an ingredient or part of the product and none is appreciably worn-out or consumed in production of a particular item. Furthermore, many businesses do not engage in product manufacture as their primary economic activity. These latter businesses will virtually always be consumers of final product as far as the sales tax exemption process is concerned.
How these purchases get treated differs by type of equipment. No state exempts business purchases of office furniture and equipment. For some business types, particularly in some service sectors, these purchases constitute an important element of total production cost, but they will be nevertheless taxed. Display and similar equipment typically are categorized with furniture and, accordingly, taxedeven though they are critical for normal operation of some businesses. They do not show up as part of the product sold, so they must be taxed. Treatment of equipment and machinery used in manufacturing is frequently exempt if it is in the direct production line. A few other states provide exemption for manufacturing machinery and equipment purchased by a new or expanding business.
3 The re-maining states tax these purchases as if they were sales made to a consuming household; the idea of the sales tax as tax on things, not general consumption, carries the day. That means that businesses not engaged in the manufacture of things are treated as household consumers and pay tax on these input purchases.
Purchases for Building Construction and Other Infrastructure
When contractors purchase materials, these purchases are almost universally taxed under the sales tax. Contractors are excluded from registration requirement, they pay tax on materials they purchase, and do not collect tax on their construction contracts. This treatment-primarily an accommodation to private housingmeans that business purchases of buildings and other infrastructure, including that used to accommodate production facilities, will bear an embedded sales tax and that these costs will be higher because of the tax. There are exceptions that cause contracts for business to be taxable in some states (Arizona, South Dakota, Mississippi, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Texas), although not always will the tax apply to full contract price. These taxable contractors then usually can purchase materials without paying tax. Non-profit organizations in around one-third of the sales tax states are able to "pass through" their purchase exemption status to contractors (Mikesell, 1992; p. 124.) .
The pattern is inconsistent with both principles of sales tax design and a desire for economic development. A number of states, recognizing the disincentive impact, have included contractor purchase exemption provisions in their enterprise zone preference packages. Not all states with enterprise zone programs include sales tax provisions, but 23 states (listed in Table 2 ) do provide a sales tax purchase preference (exemption, deferral, credit, or rebate) to relieve purchases of building materials for use in the zone. There are few enterprise zones in some states and many in others, so the importance of this exemption provision varies among the states. However, the provision does provide some relief from this developmental disincentive, even when it is limited in scope of availability. In some states that are otherwise frugal with exemption of equipment and machinery, purchases of these items for use in an enterprise zone are also exempt. 4 
The Overall Pattern
Using the status data shown in Table 1 , it is possible to identify the broadest and narrowest quartile in terms of exemption of business purchases. The states with fewest exempt business purchase categories include Mississippi, South Dakota, New Mexico, Wyoming, Arkansas, Connecticut, Hawaii, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, and Tennessee; the states with the most include Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Washington, Illinois, Alabama, Utah, Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, New Jersey, Georgia, and Arizona. The Mississippi River generally divides the groups, with the narrow exemption group mostly to the west and the broad exemption group mostly to the east (and particularly in the northeastern quadrant).
The difference between the groups in treatment of business purchases is distinct. While exemption of inventory for resale and materials purchased as ingredients or for use in processing is nearly universal, two states in the narrow exemption group (Connecticut and Hawaii) do not fully exempt all such purchases. The differences are greater in the other categories. For materials purchased for use in Machinery or machine tools in excess of $500.00 for use in enterprise zone.
Machinery replacement parts sold to business in enterprise zone.
Refund of 97% of tax paid (to $10,000.00) on building materials to rehabilitate real property in enterprise zone and business property used in zone if 20% of employees live in enterprise zone; otherwise, limit is $5,000.00. Exempt 50% of electrical energy charges; full exemption if 20% of employees reside in zone. Also other credits and refunds.
Qualified enterprise zone business exempt for up to 7 years on proceeds from manufacturing, wholesale, or service operations.
Exempt tangible personal property used or consumed in enterprise zone or by any high impact business (measured in employment impact) in manufacturing or assembly of product for wholesale or retail sale, in graphic arts production, or in operation of pollution control facilities. Credit or deduction for building materials for use in enterprise zone.
Refunds for utility services, property, and contracting services purchased in connection with facility located in economic development area.
Exempt property or services for constructing, remodeling, etc., qualified business facility in enterprise zone; sale and installation of machinery and equipment for such facility.
Exempt building materials, equipment purchased by qualified businesses for use in enterprise zone.
Rebate building materials, equipment for businesses in enterprise zone.
Exempt property purchased for use in qualified business activity (new facility or new business) in enterprise zone. Exempt tangible personal property used in high technology businesses relocating to a central city.
Exempt construction materials or equipment for use in border city enterprise zone (Commission of Trade and Economic Development option).
Exempt building materials and machinery and equipment to be used in enterprise zone or sold to company transferring national or regional headquarters into state. Also, similar exemption for business start-ups in less developed areas. Exempt all purchases for bondfinanced Mississippi Small Enterprise Development Finance Act.
Refund for tax paid by businesses increasing employment and investing in state; higher refunds if located in enterprise zone.
Exempt construction materials for building, repairing, etc., for qualified businesses in enterprise zone. Exempt sales to businesses except for motor vehicles and energy) for use in enterprise zone. Exempt half of retail sales (some exceptions) by vendors in enterprise zone.
Local government may designate enterprise zone and reduce tax within it.
Refund or credit on construction, rehabilitation, etc. Material for use in enterprise zone.
Refund for eligible machinery and equipment purchased for use in enterprise tier one or tier two area.
Exempt sales to qualified businesses (except motor vehicles) in Keystone Opportunity Zone, except property that will become permanent part of real property.
Refund tax on purchases of building materials, equipment, or machinery sold to enterprise project in enterprise zone (limit of $250,000.00 per year per project).
Exempt purchases of qualified business firms for operations in enterprise zone; five year limit.
Deferral on purchases of materials and services used in construction of qualified buildings and machinery and equipment in designated distressed areas.
Source: Same as Table 1. research and development, four states in the broad exemption category provide full exemption, compared with one in the narrow group. For electricity and gas, the comparison is seven against one; for water, 12 against two; for intrastate telecommunications, three against one; for interstate telecommunications, eight against four; for internet access, 12 against nine; for standard computer software, one against zero; and for custom software, 12 against four. The differences are also considerable for production machinery and equipment purchases. For these purchases, 12 states provide exemption in the broad group, compared with three states in the narrow group; for air pollution control equipment, the comparison is 12 states against four, and for water pollution control equipment, the comparison is 12 against three.
In overall pattern, it is clear that there are substantial differences in how these groups of states treat purchases made by businesses. By comparing these two groups it is possible to gain some understanding of the barriers to production exemption across the states. In general, the latter group would overall exclude a greater share of producer inputs from their sales taxes than would the former.
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BARRIERS TO BROADER PRODUCER EXEMPTION
Why are the exemptions not broader and more widespread? If some states manage broad exemption, why don't all the states and why do the broad exemption states not provide full exemption? There are several barriers that may have a role in preventing expanded exemption. 6 First, many state lawmakers prefer taxes whose burden on individuals is concealed and whose application permits higher revenue without requiring a higher advertised or statutory tax rate. The tax applied to producer inputs passes both opacity and yield tests for political attractiveness. The burden of this component of a state sales tax is not apparent to the consuming public and applying the tax to producer purchases increases yield from any advertised rate. Here is the evidence on how the difference in producer exemption is used, based on a comparison of the narrow and broad exemption groups outlined above. The mean statutory rate in broad producer good exemption states is now 5 percent, compared with 5.5 percent for the narrow exemption states; slightly lower, as would be expected in the hidden tax strategy, but the difference is neither substantial nor statistically significant. In an environment in which great attention is given to advertised rates, this result is probably not surprising-states generally avoid levying obvious rates that differ dramatically from those of their neighbors. However, the sales tax base as a share of state personal income averages around 50 percent higher in the narrow 5 Ring (1999) has estimated the share of state sales tax burden paid by consumers and, by implication, by producers across the sales tax states. In any state, the share depends on both the nature of the state economy and the legal structure of the state. The categorization here describes purely the latter, but is reflected in the Ring estimates: the mean producer share for the narrow exemption group is 44.2 percent, compared with 35.1 percent for the broader exemption group. This result is consistent with the estimates of actual distribution prepared by Ring. 6 Some argue that taxation of business purchases operates as a substitute for taxation of services-tax is paid when the business purchases its inputs, so the business need not collect when it makes its sales. This intention is not reflected in the behavior of the broad and narrow producer purchase exemption groups: among the 11 states with narrow exemption are the three states with broadest coverage of services (South Dakota, New Mexico, and Hawaii) and only three with virtually no taxation of services (Wyoming, Louisiana, and Tennessee), while among the 13 states with broad exemption are six states with virtually no taxation of services (Virginia, Maryland, Illinois, Alabama, New Jersey, and Georgia). But even if there were evidence of taxing input purchases as a substitute for taxing service sales, this practice would certainly not justify taxation of purchases made by sellers of taxed goods.
exemption states than in the broad exemption states. 7 After allowance for differences in consumer purchase exemptionthe broad exemption states generally exempt grocery food purchases, while the narrow exemption states generally do not -the narrow exemption bases remain about 25 percent higher, so that translates into much more revenue from any advertised rates that is raised in a way that is almost invisible to consumers / voters. This permits much greater sales tax reliance in the narrow exemption states: the average share of state tax revenue raised from the sales tax is 41.2 percent for states with narrow producer good exemption, compared with 31.8 percent for those with broad exemption.
Second, state lawmakers play the myth of taxes on business versus taxes on individuals to its greatest political advantage. Any expansion of business exemptioneven when provisions make abundant sense in the logic of the sales tax-appears to favor business and to be contrary to the interest of individuals. Politically, it becomes difficult to reduce the tax on producer input purchases. The results are a demand for pairing reasonable narrowing of the impact on business with less reasonable narrowing of the impact on individuals and an inclination to provide producer purchase exemptions narrowly constrained to certain designated economic development. The latter inclination is illustrated by the enterprise zone provisions noted earlier and by statutes that exempt purchases by businesses only in certain industries (for example, purchases used directly in commercial motion picture production in Pennsylvania, Pa. Code 61-32-38). General provisions would be attacked as being unwarranted breaks for business, making them difficult for lawmakers to push. Even business lobbyists are inclined to seek narrow exemptions with stories linked to specific economic development than to seek general exemption. The political dynamic built on the impact-focused difference between taxes on businesses and taxes on individuals is a difficult one to overcome.
Third, state lawmakers generally prefer taxes that appear to be paid by nonresidents. Indeed, part of the business against individual balancing involves the export objective-the business share is presumed to be more likely to be exported than is the individual share. If a portion of the state sales tax gets embedded in prices charged for products that are sold out of state, the tax will be borne by outsiders (non-voters). Of course there is a problem if product prices are set in competitive national (or international) markets. Producers facing higher-than-normal embedded sales tax burden will need to absorb the tax in order to meet market prices, at which point the incentive to export collides with the desire for economic development. This is seldom noted in the general desire to constrain local taxpayer burden by avoiding the business purchase exemption.
Finally, state lawmakers show considerable confusion about the objective of general sales taxation. State tax expenditure budgets that are designed to show the revenue lost by special preference provisions typically include sales tax revenue "lost" from the exemption of sales of property purchased for use or consumption in the manufacturing process-some even include tax lost by the resale exemption. Without acceptance or understanding of the concept of the sales tax as an indirect general consumption tax, all transaction exemptions seem doubtful and forthright producer purchase exemption to perfect the tax base becomes exceedingly difficult. Business purchases make no more sense to include in the retail sales tax than would excluding business profit from an income tax. That concept is not widely understood by state lawmakers, however.
